Technology

Chapter 26 Operating Transportation Systems

Tools:
● Printer (color optional)
● 4 sheets of 8.5” x 11” paper
● Scissors

Directions:
1. Print
2. Fold paper in half vertically
3. Cut along dashed lines

These instructions accompany the interactive E-Flash Cards online at www.g-wlearning.com
Enterprises that move people and goods for money.

Transportation that takes place within the geographic boundaries of one country.

The costs of tickets.

A route pattern airlines use.
international transportation
A level of transportation that moves passengers and cargo between nations.

interstate commerce
Business dealings that extend across state lines.

maintenance
A type of program that strives to keep products or structures in good condition and in good working order.

personal transportation
Travel using a vehicle owned by one person.
An order issued by an executive authority.

The process of putting a broken, damaged, or defective product or building back into good working order.

The path a vehicle follows.

Lists of departure and arrival times for trips.
The structures where transportation activities begin and end. They house passenger and cargo storage and loading facilities.